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About This Game

In Depraved you are the leader of the pioneers in the Wild West. You are about to start your adventure in a procedurally
generated world with only one carriage full of resources. Select a suitable place for your first settlement and procure building

materials from mother nature or by trading to create a new home country for your residents. The happier your residents are, the
faster your town will grow.

Supply your residents with food and water, so that they won't starve or die of thirst. Protect them against the weather and against
illnesses by supplying them with clothes and fire wood.

You will have to face numerous dangers. Storms, illnesses and bandits will strike at you, and also your own residents can
become a danger, if you do not meet their needs. Are you ready for this challenge?
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Needs

The residents of Drepraved have needs. Their basic needs are hunger and thirst which you can satisfy with food and water. In
addition, every population type needs another food source. If your population type experiences a shortage of food and the

preferential food is not available, you can nourish them with an alternative food source - however, this will affect the mood of
your residents in a negative way. Unhappy residents commit raids and other criminal offenses or simply leave the town.

The happier the residents of your town are, the more popular life in your town will become and more and more colonist will join
you. If your town experiences famines, illnesses or lawlessness, the residents of the town will turn their backs and the streets will

resemble a ghost town.

Dangers

The Wild West is dangerous! Dozens of challenges must be faced. There are different areas in which your residents can settle
down - however, each of them is known for its own challenges. While in the desert the food and water supply remains a

difficulty, in the snowy areas you can only resist by a constant supply with fire wood.

Another danger comes from the surrounding animals. Even if most animals avoid humans, you should be cautious with wolves
or bears. They can cause heavy injuries to your residents or kill them.

Also surrounding camps and bandits can become dangerous. Do not underestimate them, because they rob your residents and
commit raids. Such attacks affect the safety feeling of your residents and cost you valuable resources.
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Title: Depraved
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Evil Bite
Publisher:
Evil Bite
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: X64 Dual Core CPU, 3+ GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 770 or AMD Radeon R9380

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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Needs a lot of balancing but fairly decent for early access. Will watch how it develops and return to it at a later point.. Right
now I would not recommend it. My settlers stopped building everything halfway through.. great game i love the wild west
theme. the game has a few bugs but they can fix them and i hope we get new buildings and dlc. This game is possibly the worst
game I have ever encountered, as far as load times are concerned. It takes 6 plus minutes to do the initial load and 6 plus
minutes to load a save. It seems to get worse as you grow your city. On my last load, I stopped it after 20 minutes. I have played
the Anno series, and while there is so much more happening, across the map, it loads wayyyyyyy faster. The mechanics and
gameplay of this game are good and I was really getting into the game. But, because of the aforementioned problems I find it
unplayable. This is the first time , out of the dozens of games I have bought from Steam, that I am wanting to ask for a refund.
A really good and interesting game that suffers through poor execution.
If the game developers solve this problem, by all means buy this game, it is really a lot of fun.
If they don't, leave them in the dust-bin of of game history.
. I've been waiting for a 'Banished' like game to be available on the Mac. I'm really enjoying it. Some feedback for the
developer.

1) Speed the game up a little, even at the fastest speed the game is too slow
2) Increase the max zoom out
3) Add a way to find specialized buildings (maybe it's there and I've not found it
4) Keep up the good work!
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STUPID! DO NOT BUY. I like it a lot! It's like old good Settlers 2 but in the Wild West.

Cheers from Linux. good and has potiential for even grreater!. Nice Game!
Some kind of settlers in the wild west!
Love this Game!. If you don't mind early acces bugs and like build,manage,economy games then you should try it. Loving this
game so far!

Yes it has bugs, but it is fun if a city builder type game is what you like.

Somethings I would personally care for in future updates...

-Ability to scale the size of the ingame menus
-Ingame menu that shows production/comsumption of goods (meat, water et al.) Maybe an optional difficulty setting?
-Implication of hotel/brothel/gambiling house type establishments. Means of town income. A high Settles requirement to unlock
and perhaps a Mercatile need. Or... OR... A Mercantile requirement to unlock and then a need for a new class of citizens. Some
type of wondering wayfairer drawn to the livelihood.excitement of the town. With Need reqiuirements for meat, bread, and
alcohol. All that with increased in crime in the town.
-Gallows at some point... Right! Right? Offers a radius of Lower Crime Probabilty in its area of effect?

Again, great game. Been looking forward to it since the first trailer. Appreciate the daily updates and fixes.
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